ENGINEERING COMPANY INC.
ROUTE 145, WINTHROP ROAD
CHESTER, CONNECTICUT 06412-0684
TELEPHONE: (860) 526-9504
FAX: (860) 526-4078

Grille Bracket Mounting Instruction Sheet:
SA122DB (Aluminum) Siren Speaker, (1992-95 Taurus)
SP123DB (Plastic) Siren Speaker, (1992-95 Taurus)

Mounting...
1.

Locate the passenger-side frame rail between the front wheel and the bumper.

2.

Position the siren bracket against the frame. Be sure the bracket tab is against the bottom of the frame just behind the open
channel section of the frame. With the bracket in position, locate the two square openings in the bracket. Scribe these areas
for drilling and remove the bracket from the mounting area.

3.

Drill a 1/8” pilot hole into the frame in the scribed areas. Make sure that these pilot holes are positioned in the center of the
square openings in the bracket. Remove the bracket and enlarge these holes with a 13/32” drill.

4.

Return the bracket to the mounting area and insert the supplied carriage bolts through the bracket and into the frame. On the
inside of the frame place a flat washer on the bolt, followed by a split lockwasher and finally a nut (Fig. 2). Tighten this nut
firmly. Repeat this procedure for the remaining carriage bolt.

5.

Mount the siren box to the mounting bracket as shown below using the hardware supplied with the siren box.

4.

Extend the WHITE (Positive) and BLACK (Negative) speaker wires to your siren amplifier and connect as outlined in your
siren amplifier’s instruction sheet.

5.

Test the siren for proper operation.

WARNING: For drainage purposes, both the speaker box’s wire passage hole and the siren drivers weep
hole must be located in the “6 o’clock” (closer to the road) position for proper mounting (See Fig. 2).
Improper mounting will not only result in driver failure, but will also void the product warranty.

Fig. 1

Fig. 3
When properly mounted
the speaker box will be facing
in a slightly downward position.
With the bracket mounted,
secure the speaker box to
the bracket using the
supplied hardware.

Be sure to mount the
speaker box so that
the speaker-wire exit
hole is closest to the
ground.

Fig. 2
Carriage bolt drilling
areas. Drill 1/8“ pilot
hole centered in these
areas and enlarge using
a 13/32” drill bit.

Open chanel
frame section.
The bracket tab should
be positioned against the
bottom of the frame
before the open chanel.
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Parts List For Kit BKGFT95
Qty
1
2
2
2

Description
Part Number
Bracket
07-262308-000
3/8” -16 SS Hex Nut
3/8” - 16 x 1 SS Carriage Bolt
3/8” SS Split Lockwasher
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CAUTION
Loud siren noise
Can cause
Hearing loss
Minimize exposure
Close windows when using

SIREN DRIVER WIRE
EXIT HOLE (Qty. 1)
MUST BE MOUNTED
TOWARD BOTTOM
FOR DRAINAGE

SIREN DRIVER
MOUNTING HOLE
(Qty. 4)

